
Incorporating data pruning into robust learning with large-scale datasets 
 
With the ongoing advancements in AI and machine learning, an increasing number of these 
techniques are deployed in real-world applications. Consequently, the demand for robust and secure 
models is on the rise. One significant vulnerability of machine learning models is their susceptibility 
to adversarial attacks [1]. An adversarial example refers to an input which through the addition of a 
slight perturbation leads to a misclassification of the model, while a human in general can’t 
differentiate between the adversarial input and the original input. Even modern, complex models like 
neural networks, are highly vulnerable to adversarial examples [3]. Adversarial robustness, in this 
context, represents a model’s capacity to withstand such adversarial attacks. Various techniques 
have been proposed to improve adversarial robustness, including directly integrating adversarial 
examples into the model’s training process. Additionally, increasing model capacity [6] and using 
more training data contributes to enhanced adversarial robustness [7]. However, even with large 
models and a considerable amount of data, the performance on the classification task for robust 
models still lacks behind the performance of standard models [7]. Thus, efficient training algorithms 
are needed to further improve adversarial robustness. In the realm of dataset pruning research, a 
subset of the dataset is selected for training by identifying samples that have a substantial impact on 
the model’s performance. By deploying data pruning techniques, the total amount of training data 
can be lowered significantly while maintaining a comparable performance [4]. 
 
This thesis seeks to close the gap between the performance of robust networks and standard 
networks by applying a classical data pruning approach to large-scale synthetic datasets. For this 
work, we plan to employ the CIFAR10 [5] dataset, both in its original form (50,000 samples) and using 
a substantial amount of additional synthetic data (up to 5 million) [7]. We will train neural networks 
both for normal and for robust classification. For the pruning, we plan to implement the dynamic 
uncertainty metric as the primary pruning algorithm, which is a very recent cross-architecture 
approach, yielding up to 75% reduction of dataset size [4] on other large scale datasets [2]. During 
the literature review, another pruning algorithm might also be considered. As the calculation of 
pruning scores for each data sample is often expensive we further aim to develop a scaleable pruning 
approach. Specifically, we plan to use the scores produced by the pruning algorithm(s) to train a 
pruning network predicting a pruning score for each sample. Both pruning approaches will be tested 
against the classifier subsampling approach used in [7] and against a naive random subsampling 
approach as baselines. 
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